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My friend Dr P. Machwe has presented a very good account 

of Kabir> the great rdigious teacher of the hfteenth century, 

in this small boc4c. There was a ctMifUct between two great 

rdigioos—^Hinduism and Idam. Kabir tried to bring both of 

them nearer to each other by criticizing and attaclung the 

meaningless rituals and customs of both and by preaching the 

ultimate goal of both as one and identical. He was a staunch 

devotee of Rama who, according to him, is neither an incarna¬ 

tion of Vishnu nor has any attributes or personal form. His 

‘Rama* was not at all different frean the ‘Rahim’ of the Mu^ims. 

His more practical teachings stress the strict moral conduct and 

refute superstitious bdiefs. In the field of love and dedication 

towards Rama, his language is sweet and serene but in the 

sphere of social reform it becomes very strong aini provocative. 
Nanak and the other great Sikh Gurus had a very high respect 

for him. He vehemently criticized the caste system of die Hindus. 
He spoke strongly against idol-worship, belief in incarnation 
of God, notions of gaining bliss in the other world by taking 

bath in sacred rivers and the like. He equally criticized tlic 

Mudims for their orthodox adherence to Mosques, performance 

cf Sunnat, practices o( Bang, Namaz and Roza and the like. 

What mies Kabiris poetry great is the depth of his personal 

spiritual experience and dignity of thought which he wants to 

convey in very simple language and noxwxmvcntional way. 

He is highly aggresrive when attacking meaningless dogmas but 

remaricaUy free from any kind of bitterness. He is at his best 
when in a mood of divine love with the Absolute — Tasten to 

me, friend. He understands who loves. If you fed not love’s 

longing for your Bdoved one, it is vain to adorn your body, 

vain to put unguent on your cydids.’ ‘The pain of separation 

from God is like a serpent, which sits in this body and cannot 

be cast out by any magic spell; he who is separated from Rama 

cannot exist and if he does, he goes mad.’ 
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This VinH of conception of intense love towards the supreme 

lover has affinity with the love propagated by the Sufis, 

From the Natha Yogis Kabir inherited a strong sense of dis¬ 

approval of the ritualistic practices and superstitions but he did 

not spare even the Yogis themseJves. He fdt that these Yc^ 

a,Tart were giving unnecesary emphasis on ritualistic aspects of 

HatharYoga, ignoring the Bhakti or devotional love altogether. 

He pleaded for ‘Sahaja Samadhi’ or the simple union with God. 

I shut not my eyes, I close not my 

ears, I do not mortify my body; 

I see with eyes open and smile, and 

behold His beauty everywhere. 

Omi^ete surrender of all egodsde tendencies is a prerequiste 

to his conception of divine love. He says: ‘This is not the 

bouse of one’s maternal aunt where anything can be achieved 

by shedding tears, here only those can enter who shed their 

heads fuse’ Kabiris ‘conception of the Divine nature*, says E. 

Underhill, ‘is essentially dynamic. It is by the symbe^ of motions 

that he most c^ten tries to convey it to us, as in his constant 

reference to dancing or the strangely modem pictures of that 

Eternal Swing erf the Universe which is held by the cords of 

love.* 

Kalrfr exerted great influence on the life and literature of 
medieval India. In Hindi the greatness of his personality can 

be compared oirfy with Tulasidas, another Bhakta poet of 

another school of Bhakti. 

This book by Dr Machwe pves a very good account of con¬ 

tribution of this saint-poet towards religious tolerance, propaga¬ 

tion of fraternity, social reform and literary depth. It will, no 

doubt, be wdeomed by lovers of universal rdigion as well as 
of high class literature. 

Panjab UniveriHy HaZARI PraSAD DWTVEDt 

Chandigarh'14 Tagore Frofestor of Indiar\ 

20th October, 1967 Literature 
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Life 

There seems to be no unanimity of opinion on the historical 

data relating to Kabir. Histocrians and literary schc^ais as wdl 

as the foUoweis of Kabir sect arc at variance and the internal 

c\'idcncc in Kal:ttr*s writings about himself is very little. 

Nevertheless an attempt needs to be made to present a tentative 

biographical ^ctch, on the baris of such sources as are available, 
including legends. 

In one of Kabiris lines there is a veiled reference to two 

saint'poets, Jaydev and Namdev, as gurus of Kabir. Jaydev 

liv^ in the twelfth century and Namdev in the thirteenth 

century. There is a reference to Kabids name in the Ain-e- 

Akbari, written in 159b, as one of the holy men no longer 

living. On the other hand, \faulavi Ghulam Sarwar gives 

1594 as the year of Kabiris birth in his Khajinat-ul-Asa^ya, 

which seems to be incoirect. Kabir Charit Bodh, a work held 

in esteem by the Kabir sect, gives 1398 as the year of birth, 
which also apjicars to be importable. All that can be said 

with some degree of confidence is that Kalxr probaUy lived 

in the 15th century. This also tallies with the common belief 

tliat Kal^ was a contemporary of Sikandar Lodi and had 

met him. According to Briggs, Sikandar Lodi had come to 

Kashi in 1494. The Archaecdogical Survey of India says that 

Bijli Khan had built the tomb of Kabir Shah on the Ami 

river in 1450. Dr Ramkumar Varma, however, thinks that 

what Bijli Khan had erected was not a tomb but a building 

in memory of Kabir and that the date of the building given 

in the Survey Report is a mere guesswork. 

Kabir is commonly bdieved to have been the disciple of 

Ramanand, thou^ Dr Bhandarkar and Dr Mc^an Singh do 

not subscribe to this belief. Gricreon gives the date of 

Ramanand’s birth as 1298. Farquhar and Keay, on the other 

hand, place it anywhere between 1400 and 1470. Dr Govind 
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Trigunayat has reached the conclusion, after sifting all the 

available material, that Kabir was bom in 1398. All these 

conflicting views show how unwise it is to be dogmatic on 

this point. 
Kal»r W3S the name given by a Kazi who on opening the 

^uraii came upon this Arabic woi^ which means great. 

Kabir has said in one d his dokds or couplets t 

Kabira tu hi Kabiru tu tore nam Kabir 
Ram ratan lab paiye jad pahile tajahi sarir 

[ Thou art great, you arc the same, your name is Kabir. 
The jewd Ram is found only when bodily attachment is 

renounced. ] 

About the place d Kabir*s iMrth there are three opinions: 

Magahar, Kashi and Bdahara village in Azamgarh. The 

argument in favour of Magahar is that KaHr refers to this 

place in his works. He writes that he had seen Magahar first 

before seeing Kashi and that he had rc-visited Magahar before 

his death. Magahar is near Kashi (modem Banaras or Varanasi) 

and has the mausoleum of Kabir, referred to earlier. 

It is true that Kabir spent his life mosdy as ‘a weaver in 

Kashi’ as he calls himsdf, and many books of the Kabir sect 

also adhere to this popular belief. But there is hardly any 

other evidence that he was bom in Kashi. The entry in the 

Banaras Gazette that Kal^ was bom in Belahara probably 

owes its origin to the popular legend that he was bom in the 

Lahartara. But Acre seems to be no reliable evidence in 

support of this bdief, nor indeed any memorial connected 

with Kabir or his sect nor any fcflowci^ in the Azamgarh 

district. 
About Kabir’s parents and his caste, too, there are several 

versons. Ruling out the miracles that he was bom of divine 

light, or found on a full-blooming lotus in the Lahartara, 

the two plausible versions arc that he was a discarded child 

bom of a Brahmin vridow (the father being unknown) who 

was picked up by the Muslim weaver-couple Niru and Nima; 

or that he was bora to this coui^e. That bis parents died 
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whm he was young is the only reference one gathers frc«n 
his poems. 

Three theories are current about his caste. He called himself 

in his writings a jolaha and a kori. Jolaha means a weaver, 

and most of the weavers in Varanasi arc Muslims. Kori is a 

kind of weaver and in Uttar Ptade^ they arc considered a 

lower caste. According to Dr Hazari Prasad Dwivedi, Kah«r 

belonged to a caste named /ugt or Jogi (KaHr refem to his 

father as Gosai)^ who were weavers converted to I^am. They 

were fc^owere of the outcaste wandeaing mendicants called 

Nath panthis. After the Mudim rule in India, many erf them 

took to Islam; but their earlier habits and ways of thinking 

continued. In support of his contention Dr Dwivedi puts 

forth the f<rflowing arguments: Kabir has called himself a 

jotaha, but has never referred to himsdf as a Muslim. When¬ 

ever he calls himsdf ‘neither Hindu nor Muslim*, he is referring 

to a caste which was lower than the framework of the four 

castes. In one of his poems Kabir says that Jogi, Hindus and 

Muslims were distinct and mutually exdusive groups— 

Jogi Gorakh Gorakh karai, Hindu Ram-nam uchcharai 
Musalman kahe ek kkudai^ Kabira ko Swami ghat ghat 

rahyo samai. 

[ Jpgis call upon Gorakh, Hindus chant the name of Ram, 
Mudims say One Khud^ but the Lord of Kabir pervades 
every being. ] 

The tradition that after the death erf Kabir his Hindu and 

Mudim disciples wrangled over the last rites—the Hindus 

wanting to cremate him and the Muslims to bury him (the 

legend says that the body was turned into flowers which were 

shared between the two)—and that he had two gurus, 

Ramanand and Shekh Taqqi, lends support to the thesis that 

he was not bom to any one orthodox set of beliefs. That he 

could criticize the dogmatism of both and think in trans- 

coidental terms of a universal godhead was because he had 

sufficient reason to be a non-conformist. 

About his education and disdpleship, too, there are several 
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inferences. That he was not educated in the sense that he 

did not attend any schoed or undergo a regular training in 

language or jAilosc^hy or even in the technical skill of weaving 

is unanimoudy accepted. Dr Mohan Singh maintains that 

Kahir uses the word ‘guru* as God and he had no other 

teacher or mentor to initiate him in meta{diysical and spiritual 

discipline. He was in fact called Nigura or without a guru. 

His philosophic thought was mostly intuitive and his ^iritual 

insights were largdy sdf-attained. But Malcolm, Wcstcott and 

Dr R. S. Tripathi are of the opinion that Shekh Taqqi was 

the teacher of Kabir, as stated in Khajinat-ul-Asafiya by 

Ghulam Sarwar. Though no direct evidence of Sufi affiliation 

is found in Kabir's writings, it is nevertheless obvious that he 

was deeply influenced by Sufi thought. The same may also 
be said of his relation to Ramanand, for though Kabir does 

not directly refer to him and says ‘my guru is in Banaras*, the 

similarity in. the teachings of Ramanand and Kabir is very 

dose. Mohasin Fani, the author of Dabistan~e~Tawarikk and 

Nabhadas, the author of Bkakt-md and its commentator 

Friyadas—all maintain that Ramanand was the teacher of 

Kabir. 
Kabir^s family life docs not seem to have been happy. 

Though a rdendes Seeker, he did not despise earthly tics, but 

raised a family and laboured to feed it Several legends name 

Loi as his wife, whose parentage is, however, unknown. How 

and where they were married is also shrouded in mystery. 

Dr Ramkumar Varma has advanced a theory based, accord- 

ii^ to him, on internal evidence in Kabiris writings, that KaKr 

had two vrives, one homely, the other pretty. The second wife 

was called Dhania or Ramjaniya. As the latter name is also 

used euphemistically for dancing girls, Dr Varma suggests that 

this second consort \vas probably a courtesan. Needless to say 

this thesis is not accepted by the followers of the Kabir sect, 

and is indeed resented by them. 

It is, how'cver, generally accepted that Kabir had a son 

named Kamal and a daughter named Kamali. It is said that 

this son as well as his mother Loi did not approve of Kabir’s 
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othcrworidly ways. This is amply evident in Kabir’s writings 

where he has used almost harsh words in describing his wife_ 

‘bad-looking, low-castc, ill-mannered’ {kurupi, kujati, kulakhani) 

—and she too complains of Kabir’s entertaining many sadhus 

as guests while she herself had to sub^t on gram. 

Though Kabir was a weaver and weaving was his parental 

occupation, his heart was not in this profession, neither as a 

craft nor as a means of earning. His poetry uses many 

metaphors from his profession like the loom, the warp and the 

woof, the covcricts, the shuttle and the spinning wheel, yet 

lie was more concerned ^vith philosophic yearning than with 

his yam, more with god-seeking meditation than with his 

customers. 

Tanana bunana sabhu tajyo hoi Kabir 
Hari ka nam likhi liyo sarir 

[ Kabir has renounced all spinning and weaving. The name 
of Hari (God) is imprintoi ail over the body. ] 

KaWr was a widely travelled holy man. He says in one of 

his hymns: ‘I have been many times on Haj and to Kaaba.’ 

It is, however, doubtful if he actually undcrtoc^ the journey 

or it ^vas merely cmc of his cryptic poetic uttotmees, more 

symbdic and hyperbolic to silence the opponents than factual. 

But that he did travd widely on pilgrimages in India is 

proved by many references. Acharya Kshitimohan Sen has 

referred to Kabir’s journey to Gujarat. KhidasatuUavarikh says 

that he had been to Ratanpur. In a verse included in the 

Adi Grantk, Kab'r refers to his pilgrimage to Gomati river- 

bank, where lived a Muslim hdy man whom he calls 

Pitambar Pir: 

Haj kamari Gomati tir 
Jahan basai Pitambar Pir 

[My Haj is on the banks of Gomati, where resides the 
Pitambar (Ut. yellow-robed) Pir. ] 

Ain-e-Akbari mentions that Kabir had been to Jagannath 
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IHiri in Orissa and A ffistory of the Maratha People records 

his travd up to Pandharpur in south Maharashtra. Kabir 

Mansufy a work popular among the devotees of the sect, 

relates that Kabir went to Baghdad, Samaricand and Bokhara. 

But this again appears to be more of a mental i^jccticm. than 

a historical fact. As these places were historically famous and 

Qccnrtati»H with ccJdjratcd Persian Sufi^ it seemed appropriate 

that Kabir should have visited them. 

Kabir could hardly be said to have been honoured in his 

lifetime. Indeed, he was not only ignored because of his birth 

in a low caste, but jeered at for assuming a prcachcris rdc. 

He was even physically maltreated. Some people arc said to 

-have put him in shackles and beaten him, tying both his 

hands on his back, as one may gather from his verses. A 

legend also maintains that Sikandar Lodi \vas one of his 

persecutors; Anantdas’s Parchai refers to it. G. H. Westcott’s 

Kabir and the Kabir Panth describes the dual persecution of 

Kabir both by Hindus and Muslims in these words: 

‘The plain speaking of Kabir and his general disregard for 

the conventions of society raised up enemies on every side. 

According to Kabir Panthi tradition it was Shaikh Taqqi who 

voiced the feelings of Muhammedans, The famous Pir came 

before the Emperor Sikandar Lodi and accused Kabir of 

laying claim to Divine attributes. He urged that such conduct 

merited the penalty of death. The Emperor issued a warrant 

for his arrest and sent men to bring him to the court. Not 

till evening could the men who were sent persuade Kabir to 

accompany them- Kabir stood before the Emperor in silence. 

The Qazi exclaimed, “Why do you not salute the Emperor, 

you kafir?” Kabir replied, “Those only arc Pirs \^dlo realise the 

pain of others, those who cannot arc kafirs.” The Emperor asked 

him why, when ordered to appear in the morning, he had not 

come till evening. Kabir rq>lied that he had seen a sight 

which arrested his attention. The Emperor asked what kind 

f)f sight could justify him in diaegarding his commands. Kabir 

rejoined that he had been watching a string of camels passing 

through a street narrower than the eye of a needle. The 
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Emperor said that he was a liar. Kabir replied, “O Emperor, 

realise how great is the distance between heaven and earth. 

Innumerable elephants and camels may be contained in the 

space between the sun and the moon, and all can be seen 

tlirough the pupil of the eye which is smaller than the eye of 

the needle.” The Emperor was satisfied and let him go.’ 

The orthodcnc Brahmins called him irreligious and carried 

tales of his intimacy with a woman of ill fame. Upon this 

the Emperor ordered that Kabir should be put to death. He 

was accordingly put in chains and placed on a boat which 

was filled with stones. The boat sank but Kabir reappeared 

as a boy Boating down the stream on a leopard’s skin. He 

was again captured and an attempt was made to bum him 

alive; this attempt, too, did not succeed. He was then accused 

of witchcraft and the people donanded that be should be 

trampled to death by an infuriated dephant. Between the 

elephant and Kabir there appeared a lion at vdiose sight the 

elephant fled. There are numerous such legends current about 

Kabir; some are recorded in the accounts written hy his 

disciples and fdlowers. 

About the ye^ of his death, there are four different views: 

some place it in 1447; some in 1511; some in 1517. 

Anantadas maintains that Kabir lived a long life of 120 years. 

Bharmadas had started coilecting Kabiris woriis in his lifetime; 

the date of this first coUcction is presumed to be 1463. 

Dr Shyamsundardas believes that Kabir died in 1517. Sir W. 

W. Hunter gave Kabiris dates in his Indian Empire (1892) 

as 1380 to 1420. Dr Haraprasad Shastri put it as 1398-1518. 

Such is the bare outline of a life that was almost l^cndary. 

It is no doubt a very vague and unsatirfactory outline, 

ctMiadering that Kabir’s poetry and philosophy left a deep 

impress in centuries to follow, not only on Hindi literature 

but on the common man of northern India. Kabir was no 

doubt the greatest lyric poet and mystic <rf early Hindi literature. 

He was called the ‘Indian Luther of the 15th century, who 

may rightly be regarded as the creator of sacred literature in 

Hindi. He and his successors endeavoured to combine the 
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Strict monotheism of Islam with its aWiorrcncc of idolatry with 

whatever was best and most deeply rooted in the creed of 

Hinduism. Like Raja Rammohun Roy he had attempted to 

form a composite creed out of the best dements of Hinduism 

and Islam. He based his teachings on the monotheism of the 

Upanishads. He was a great singer, and avdhut, an advocate 

of Advaitwad*. (Publisher’s Note in the first edition of Bishop 

Westcott’s bocJc, 1907). 
There arc several portraits of Kabir but none seems to be 

cwitcmpOTary. It is a strange phenomenon that in India very 

few authentic pictorial or sculptural records arc available of 

great poets and literary men, andent or medieval. No 

contemporary portrait is availaWc of Kalidasa or Jnaneshwar, 

TlruvaJluvar or Namdev, Chaitanya or Jaydev. So one has 

to be content with the oldest amongst the portraits preserved 

it: the British Museum, of which the one in the Calcutta 

Museum seems to be a copy. The British Museum portrdt 

is supposed to be a later 17th century Mughal miniature. In 

this jMCturc the saint-poet is shown as atting at his loom, 

bare-bodied, with a string of beads on his neck, which many 

devotees wear even now. He has two devotees on his two sides, 

one of whom has a garland on his neck and the other, who 

seems to be a Muslim, has a mudcal instrument in his hands. 

This portrait docs not ^ow any beard. Kabir, with beard 

and also weaving on his loom, is depicted in another painting 

in the Guru Arjun Deva Gurudwara- The portraits at the 

Kabir Chaura, Banaras, and the one published in Ramanand 

to Ramtirtka and in the Kabir Vachanavali depict him as a 

Sufi saint; he has a string of beads in his hand and is wearing 

a conical cap like a faqir's. His earlobes are pierced and he 

wcara round kundals like the Natha-panthi jogis. The picture 

published by Chitradiala, Poona, is a later drawing and it shows 

Kabir as a Hindu holy man. Very little, indeed, can be in¬ 

ferred from these many pictures and portraits of what Kabir 

was really like, in looks, dress or form. Maybe, it is in the fitness 

of things that die great protagonist of the Formless God should 

have himsdf remained without a clear-cut identity— ‘merely 
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a name without a form.* 

It may be better at this stage to refer to the various sources 

from which material about Kabir’s biography can be sought 

The first reference to Kabir is in Bhakt-Md hf Nabbadas, sup¬ 

posed to have been con^xiscri in 1500 and containing accounts 

of the lives and miracles of several saints. All that can be 

gathered from the two stanzas devoted to Kabir in this book 

is that he was a devotee of Ramanand. A commentary on this 

work by Pnyadas re-affirms this fact and maintains tbar- Kabir 

was bom. of a Hindu Brahmin widow and was brought up by 

Niru and Nima. This work also says that Kabir was a ccaatcm- 

porary of Sikandar Lodi. Kabir is also referred to in the writr 

mgs of Raidas, Garibdas, Oharmadas, Pipa and Tukaram. In 

the Guru Granth Sahib, the sacred book of the Sikhs, there 

arc several salokas and ragas ascribed to Kabir; and his name 

occurs in Guru Nanak’s verse. Anantdas’s Parichai, written 

probably in 1600, corroborates that Kabir was a weaver from 

Kashi and a diseij^ of Ramanand; a contemporary of the 

Baghcl king, Vir Singh, and a victim of Sikandar Lodi's 

atrocities; and a saint who lived the long life pf 120 years. 

There are some Persian and Urdu books, too, which mention 

Kabir’s name and some legends about his life. Maulvi G^ulam 

Sarwar’s Khajinqt-id-^Asfiya is referred to caiiior. Mohsin Fani’s 

Dabistan-e^Majakib and Maulvi Nasiruddin’s Tajkirul Fukra 

both note that Kabir was. a disciple of Ramanand. Ain-e- 

Akbari refere to the difference of oji^on alxwt the tomb of 

Kabir—some jdadng it in Ratanpur in district Oudh and others 

in Puri—and gives iti opinion in favour of the latter. 

Wcstcott in his woric, Kabir and the Kahir Panthy gives 

deven references to the name Kabir in several hi-gtnrrif>al works 

ascribed to Afferent kinds of holy men, and at varying dates: 

Kabir Chisd of Nagore who died in Gujarat in 1854; Shaikh 

Kabir Julaha who was called Pir Kabir by Muhammadans 

and Bhagat Kabir by Hindiis and who died in 1594; Khwajah 

Aulia Kabir who visited Bokhara and died in 1229; Syed 

Kabir-ud-Din Hassan who died in Balakh in 1490; Shaikh 

Kabir, a resident (rf Bajaora and an opiate; Shaikh Abdul 

2 
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Kabir or Bala Pir \^o died in 1539; Shaikh Kabir of Multan 

who went to Balakh and returned to India and travelled with 

Akbar, and who died at Fatdipur in 1585; Amir Kabir Mir 

Syed AH Hamdani who visited Kashmir in 1379 and died 

tliOTe five years latex; Syed Ahmad Kabir, father Syed 

Jalal-ud-Din; Kabir-ul-Din lanail, grandson of Syed Jalal-ud- 

Din who died in 1421; and Efivan Shah Kabir in whose 

memory a mosque was built at Jaunpur during the rdgn of 

Humayun. 
The fiiBt five arc mentioned in Khajinat^ul-Asfia^ the sixth 

in S<dr-ul-cqtaby the scvaith in Munkakkal-ulTawarikhy the 

eighth in Akhbar-uUAkhyar and the rest in Feriskta. 

It is not only about KabiFs ^pcarance and date that there 

is such diversicy of epnien among historians and literary 

critics; about his works and his code of behefs, too, there arc 

many conflicting c^pinions. Nevathdes, the following assess¬ 

ment of his faith may be hazarded as being more generally 

accepted than any other. 
Kabir was influenced by Upanishadic non-dualism and 

Mamie monism, but with qualifications. KaHr's God was— 

Jake muhn matka nakin 
nahin rupak rup 

Phup VOS te patla 
aisa tat anup 

[ Who is without face or head, or symbolic form, subtler 
than the flower’s fragrance, such an essence is He, ] 

At the same time KaWr is also decidy influenced by the 

Vaishnav tradition of Bhakti. There are several poems of his 

which depict the god-and-man rdationship as coloured with 

Sufi concepts; there arc also many others where he makes use 

of the Tantric hid the Siddha or Nath sect terminology. In 

yet others, he was a Sahajiya who, like a rusric, imlnbcd many 

influences and asamilated them all. Thus in some poems (rf 

Kabir one finds almost a simple villager's devotion, without 

any sophistication, and so his songs are sung as folksongs. 
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{Kaise din katikai...) 

Hcnv^ shall I pass the day 
tell me the way. 

This side Ganga, 
that side Jamuna, 

Please build a thatched hut 
for me in between, I say. 

I will tear my upper garment 
into pieces like paper 

Plea% inscribe your face 
on my heart for ever 

Says Kabir, listen, O sadhus, 
take me by my arm 

and ^ow the way. 

Kabir turned Ramanand’s Ram with attributes into a form¬ 

less and attributdess One who is beyond description; as the 

Gita said, ‘Where words fail and the mind cannot reach.* 

Another song by Kabir describes God as Word— 

{Shabda ho kkoji le...) 

Find the word, know the word, 
you are nothing but the word, 

word is sky, word is hell, 
word is in the cell and in the cosmos, 

word dwells in speech, word dwells in hearing, 
words fancy and build the image, 

word is Ved, w^ is sound, 
words sing in myriad ways the scriptures, 

words are the chants, >vords are the tools, 
it is word that the guru tells the disdpie, 

word is the essoKC, word is the non-essence, 
word is fom^ word the formless. 

Word is the man, word is the woman, 
word is the triumvirate, 

word is the viable and invisible Omkar, 
word is the beginning of the creation, 

Kabir says, you examine the word, 
word is the creator, O brother! 

Kabir*s metaphysics defies categorisatioik But his castigation of 

narrow-mindedness and bigotry in both Hindus and Muslims 
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puts him in the category of fcaricss social reformers. 

He said: 

Loga aise bavare, pahan pujan jai ■ 
Char ki chakiya kahe na puje jehi ka peesa kkai 

[People are such idiots that they go to worship stones. 
Why don’t they wonship the grindmg stone which grinds 

for them the flour to cat?] 

A strong ascetic note runs through Kabii^s thought, with an 

undertone that the world is a vaJlcy of tears. TTiat all things 

lead to death is his constant refrain. No wonder that some 

critics have found parallels in Buddhism, and Kabir-panth. The 

Buddhist terms like Sunya (void) arc repeated by Kabir. In 

fact some of his lines seem to bo almost. trandations of 

Nagarjuna’s Sunyakarikti, as when Kabir says: 

Bhari kakun to bahu daraun, 
halka kahun to jhootk 

Main ka jano Ram kun 
nainun kabahun na deeth. 

[ I am terrified to call Him heavy, to call Hun light would 
be an untruth; what can I know of Ram, never having 

seen Him with my cyea ] 

Kabir constantly refers to a middle stage between the ^ken 

and the unspoken, between voice and silence. In his criticism 

of the hypocrisies of the high castes Kabir shairs the enthusiasm 

of the Buddhist and the addity of the Vajrayanis. 

He also shows the influence of the Niranjan sect in some 

of his hymns. He used‘mystic phraseology and idiom which 

is very akin to Gorakhnath and other Nath-panthis. The 

reference to the eight lotuses within the body, the contreJ of 

breath and flic entire method of penance is very much on the 

pattern of Yoga philosophy. 
As to the vexed question of whether Kabir .was a Sufi, we 

shaljdj^c occaaon to revert to it later in the chapter on 

Kakifl^hilosophy. 
Tn ^fossing Kal^s works one has to face the difficulty of 

i .* 
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ascertaining which of them are really his own. A great deal 

of spurious material has been published in his name by 
enthusiastic disciples and the lack of a definitive edition makes 

the tadc of sifting the authentic from the furious not an easy 

one. The bibliography given, at the end is to be read, keeping 

this caution in mind. The works available in Hindi, Urdu, 

;Punjabi (Gunnukhi script) and some in Englidi translation 

are based on orally transmitted material of which no (wiginal 

manuscripts are on record. Different versions of the same song 

are sometimes seen. The printing press has added to the 

confunon and even misprints have been rdligioudy interpreted. 

To read all thee worics is really like wading through a jungle. 

For the purpose of this study we have consulted the Hindi 

of his woric edited by Shyamsundar Das^, Hariaudh, 

Ramkumar Varma and Hazari Prasad Dwivcdi as the most 

standard ones. 
In die foUowii^ chaptcre an attempt is made to evaluate 

Kabir*s poetry and his place in the development of Hindi 

language and literature- An estimate of his contribution to 

philosophic mysticism is attempted in the second chapter. In 

his writings it is difficult to detennine where poetry ends and 

my^dsm begins, in fact both are interwoven as in the hands 

of a very dearterous weaver, kal:^ did not set down anything^ 

in writing, he only sang and gave utterance to his intuitivt 

"vision, which became household maxims for the generations to 

come. If poetry could reach the height of a q)dl, it was here. 

He poured his soul in pithy, aphoristic dohasj each a 

quintessence of his life-experience. 
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‘Truth is one, wise men call it diffcrciuly*—said the Rig-Vcdic 

seer. In the Svetasvetara Upanishad it is said—'‘Like oil in 

sesame seeds\, butter in crcain, water in the river bed, fire in 

timber, the sdf dwdls within the soul. Realise him throu^ 

truthfulness and meditation.* The Sufi poet Jaial-ud-din Rumi 

(d. 1273) in his Masnavi sings of the One True Light: 

The lamps arc different, but the Light is the same: 
it comes from Beyond. 

If thou keepest looking at the lamp, thou art lost: 
for thence arises the appearance of number and 

plurality. 

Fix thy gaze upon the Light, and thou art ddivered 
from the dualisnt inherait in the fimte body. 

O thou art the kemd of Existence, the disagreement 
btXwcai Moslan, Zoroastrian and Jew depends on 

the standpoint. 
[Nichobon’s rendering] 

Kabir*s mysticism was of the same kind and degree as that 

of the Vedantin or the Sufi. For him there was no dualism 

between die finite and the Infinite, as is wdl illustrated in the 

following two quotations from Rabindranath Tagore’s One 

Hundred Poems of Kabir: 

O how may I ever express that secret word? 
O how can I say He is not like this, and 

He is like that? 
If I say that He is within me, the univeree is ashamed, 
If I say that He is without me, it is falsehood. 
He makew the inner and the outer worlds to be 

indivisibly one; 
The and the unconscious both are Hjs footstools. 
He is neither manifest nor hidden, He is neither revealed 

nor unrevealed; 

There arc no words to tdl that which He is. 
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And again: 

When He Himself reveals Himsdf Brahma brings 
into manifestation that which can never be seen 

As the seed is in the plant, as the shade is in the tree, 
as the void is in the sky, as infinite forms are 
in the void— 

So from beyond the Infinite, the Infinite comesr 
and from the Infinite the finite octends. 

The creature is in Brahma, and Brahma is in the creature: 
they are ever distinct, yet ever united. 

He himself is the limit and the limitless; 
and beyond both the limited and the limitless is He, 

the Pure Being. 
He is the Immanent Mind in Brahma and in the creature. 
The Supreme Soul is seen within the Soul... 

It would be easier to foUoiw Kabir’s mystic philosophy if we 

appiooch it from these three aspects: his ccticept of God oc 

Brahman, his concept of Soul or Atman, and his concept of 

Maya or the World as Illusion. 
KaHr calls Brahma the Primal Principle or the Essence. It 

is bcyOTwl time, space, qualities and attributes. It is unaffected 

by any chai^ It is free and ultimate. It is absolute and 

beyond causation—‘Neither to Ac left, nor the right, nor in 

front; neither bdow, nor above, formltss’ {Kabir Granthavali, 

p. 242). It can only be pointed ta As Gandhiji has put it, 

‘It is like Euclid's poinC* 
Kabiris Godhead is Nirguna or attributdcffi. There are 

generally three attributes, Sat (Being), Rajas (Becoming), 

Tomas (Non-Being); but Brahma is neither of the three. It 

LI never bom, nor docs it grow, nor does it die. It merely is 

{Tat sat). ‘As snow is caused by water and again snow mdts 

into water, so whatever was came to itself and now nothing 

more can be said* {Kabir Granthavi^, p. 13). Inasmuch as 

It is formless, It is coiourless and beyond sensual pcrccpnon. 

All categories begin with It and so It cannot be categorised. 

‘God is in the world and the worid is in God and He permeates 

everything.’ {Kkalik Khalak Khalak men- Khalik, sab ghat 
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rahya sama—Kabir Granthavali, p. 104). 

But Kabir is not merely a philoso^er who stops at the 

logical m^xsal^ty of describing or definii^ Godhood. Beizig 

a poet he scnnetimes personifies bis God and sonetimes draws 

parallds between God-and-soul and lover-and-beloved or 

bdcwed>and4over rdadonships. Kataris god transcends both 

Islamic monotheism and ECndu pdytheism. He is Allah and 

also Ram, and also more. Kabir adcs: 

For Turks in mosques and for Hindus in tonples 
both Khuda and Ram are there; 

Where mosque and temple is not 
who rules supreme there? 

[ Cjfantagttr, p. 63 ] 

This God is Bliss. All material pleasures are naught before 

diat supreme joy. Kabir describes god^toodcadon as something 

which never subsides, never lessens. He says that this godly 

juice is rare and dear, everyone cannot drink it. Shankar and 

Farvati drank it and became immortal. 

This God is Knowledge—ntirf; and ab^ract It is Truth to 

bc^yalisnd. Undimited, undivided, it is minute like the seed 

of a banyan, and as vast as the sky. In this fonn God is Light 

Ihe supreme Ulumination of the Sufi and the stage where 

‘ndthor sun, nor mooi^ nor stars shine and nor lightning,* as 

described by the Kathopani^ad, is Kabiris godhood. He 

sometimes describes this Brahma as a lotus which is fuIl-Uown 

and smiles steadily in the pond named our body. 

God is Sabda (Word). The Yogasutras have described God 

as F^'anava or Om. Hie Brahmasutras also call Sabda 

Kahma. In the Nath sect, 'the word is all; it is the lock and 

it is the key; word knows the word and the word ends in word.* 

Kabir has a very fine pad (song) descrilnng the Anahad Nad—^ 

This imlimited word is constantly vibrating.* In another pad 
he says: ... 

O wise men, realise the word, 
The word from which everything was bom, get at It. 
The word is the guru, die word is the disciple; 
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rardy does one know it, j 
Only that nriasler and that disciple arc great, I 

who know the innor meaning. I 
Vedas and Puranas are words, they call it Testimony 

or Authority i 
'Word makes the gods, wise men and saints, there is | 

no end to this fathomless word; t 
Hearing this word, pcofrie change their cloaks, j 

word determines love. 
All the ax systems arc mere word, 

word makes you m<mks. 
The word gave birth to the worid and Ais body, 

the woz^ made all this spread out 
Kabir says, %vherevcr is the word, • 

Ac difference of waids is strange. j 
[Dwivedi, Kabir, pad 57, p. 268] i 

Kabir used many terms, received Arough NaA sect, from 

Buddhists or Shunya-vadis. He describes his Supreme as a 

Void or Nothingness. But his Shunya is different from Ac 

orthodox Buddhist poation. It is very near Shankaris Brahma 

which is beyond speech. Katnr describes Ae 

experience of sweetness cnioved bv a dumb person It cannot 

be communicated, it is inexpressible, indescrAaWe. The mystic 

trance, to vAich Kabir refers again and again, is something 

of this divine madness. Many a time Kalrir takes recourse to 

Ac negative temtinology, oo Ae lines of Ac Vedantin’s ‘Not 

Ais, not Aati. In Ae Kenopanishad Aero is a passage where 

God is described as a stage whore ‘ndAcr Ae eyes, nor Ae 

speech, nor Ac mind, nor knowledge can rcadi.* Kabir also 

describes his Brahma as sans everything. 

Beyond Vedas, beyond differences, 
beyond sin or virtue. 

Beyond Jmowlcdge, beyond meditation, 
beyond Ac solid or void. 

Beyond dress, beyond alms, 
beyond ad snobbery and form, 

Kabir says, beyond Ae three worlds, 
Aat Essence unmatched is. 

[Kabir Grantkaoali, p. 163] 

i 
i 
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But this Nirguna Brahma (God without attributes) suddenly 

becomes very personal, like father and mrther, like the 

husband (‘O newly married bride sing nrarriage son^ iny 

husband Raja Ram has come home.’), like the guest, like the 

master (1 am but a dog of Ram’). And this same almost 

Pereonal God becomes, in some other poems of Kabir, an 

impcraonal, symbolic fommilessncss. Kabir is full (rf such 

paradoxes. 
Ultimatdy Kabir’s God is Name. CaU It by any appcUaUon, 

it matters little, jaydev invoked Ram and Govind, Namdw 

Vitthal, and the various saints have used various names. Kabir, 

in one of his padas, enumerates all such names and comes^ to 

the canduMon: ‘Called by any name, You remain the same!’ 

Kabir’s of the soul is no less cnigmaUc and full 

of apparent contradictions. It is the living being, the breath, 

sdf, the ego, the sexless entity, the Alma which is a microcosm in 

this maoocoan. It is the mind, the senses, the three types of 

Purusha of Samkhya—the manifest, the latent and the knower. 

For Kabir knowledge of sdf is the supreme discipline. tiic__ 

anfl imd-a.ll every tonan life. Tht pitchers arc of 

"different forms,^t arc made of Se same clay. Though the 

cows are of different colours, the milk otm gets from them is 

of ^ colour It is like the lamp, on the doorstep, iUumining 

both ways, inade and outadc. It is imdying, unborn, in¬ 

destructible, something on the lines of the Gita’s famous pass^ 

wh<rc the red slayer may think that he kills, but 'nothii^ kills, 

nor anything can be killed.* 
In the Svetasvetara Upanidiad: 'Soul is neither male, nor 

female, nor neuter in gender. It assumes its form according to 

the embodiment it seeks.* Kabir describes it thus: 

It is ndtiicr human, nor divine, 
It is not the holy man demanding savicc, 

It is neither a Jogi, nor an. Avadhut, 
It has no mother, no offspring, 

It is neither a householder, nor a mendicant, 
It is nci±cr royal, nor beggarly, 

It is ndther Hindu nor Sheikh, 
Nobody saw it being bom or dying. 
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The Atman is formless, boundless, beyond all change. ‘It is 

like a drop in the ocean, it cannot be separated, the occ^-ncss 

is in the drop-ness.’ The soul is non-duai, sdf-illuminatcd, 

cver-Uving, the finest of the fine. It leaves the cage <^cd bt^y 

at a certain time. Kablr uses the amilcs from his weaving 

profession: ‘This body is like a gannent which must wear out 

with use. So why be attached to it?* 
The soul is s\'nonYmous with God, Kabir describes its 

multiple identity by various metaphors: The soul is the tree, 

the soul is the sun, the ray, die light and that which is visible 

with its help. It is the bird and the cage and the sky beyond; 

it is the lamp, the wick, the and the light that illumines 

the darkness all around. As the lotus is not affect^ by pure 

water or dew, or the mire surrounding it, the soul is in it and 

yet not in it. The soul is wind, the soul is fim, the soul is w^g^ 

th^ <m1 is the word and the mind all combing The 

Taittiriyopanishad says, ‘Bliss is the soul and god, bli® is the 

beginning and die end.* Tn F ilih nnr finrli-b— 

is the base of all gods and souk-* [ Kabir Granthavah, 

^ ^^riaids the two sUtes of the soul of \^hich the Vedantm 

^caks, namely, that which is bound by world-and-lifc and 

that which is free, Kabir hints—‘One knows oneself by oncscU , 

and says in one of liis dohas: 

Suraii is lost in nifori, niroH ren^^ wiAout support. 
But one who knew surati and nirati both, 

for him the doors were opened automatically. 

Here surati stands for the bound or attached soul and ntratt 

for the free or the non-attached one. Kabir disaiss<s,J^ 

raiisra of the prmr-bound souL the directianlgSB soul, 

to biYflk througk. IJtimatdyjaJi^^ 

of all att^ments and to reach the higher stage, the soul 

h. wthout enmity, seeking aOightaiSDSSQt^ ^ 

' rtf nrr phHosophic attitude to wori^_ 

matter or maya. In the Upanishads maya has bem 

as the Lifc-forcTof Brahma. It is Nature and also pnmordial 
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Daricncss {Avidyaj. The Gita calls maya ignoQ’ance, the jugglery 

of the three qualities. Shankar calls it Illusicni and scBnething 

nearer to what modem lin^istic philosc^hcra woald describe 

as *a mental structure’. Kabir uses many metaj^ors to describe 

the power of this phenomenon. He says that this creeper is so 

peculiar that 

If you cut it, it will grow more, 
if you water it, it will fade and droop, 
this creQ>er of many qualities baffles description. 

[Kebir GranthavaU, p. 86] 

It is like a die-serpent giving birth to many of her own kind. 

It is ephemeral and ever-changing. It is the great chumer. It 

causes sorrow. It is subtle like a curtain of mist, it is latent 

■yet manifest like the fire inside cotton. It is like the painted 

harlot seducing the soul in open maiket It is the source of 

diffei^tiation and therefore of all creation. 

One who has created this picture 
is the real pu{^>cteer 

But fie upon th^ persona 
who take the picture as mere picture. 

Intimately connected with this general* framcworic of Kale’s 

philosophy is his concept of renunciationr and ultimate cman- 

ow to escape this cycle of sorrow has 

jMimary concern of every inefian sear and saint Kaih* also 

one of the ultimate values to be sought 

and to let the flame pa» into the Flame is 

meetzne witk the lnliDitl& Mis ax^ 

or as deserfljed in Buddhism. Nagaijuna, the Buddhist pheno- 

mau^ogi^ has described the state of Nirvan as the ultimate 

meaningful truth' (paramarthd satya). -Kal^ calls that state 

a; safe and feariea conditioo (nirbhai pad). Once the devotee 

is engaged in hdping and serving all and has achieved an 

equanimity of virion he need not be afraid of anything. If 
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one has to be afraid of anything, it is erf the evil within: 

Once one knows tmeself, 
one is lost in One, 

Kabir says, if you know yoursdf, 
all coining and going vanishes. 

[ Kabir Granthaoali, p. 90 ] 

For Kabir the bondage is only a subjective illusion. Once 

it is broken the non-duality is the only experience left The 

pitcher is in water and. water is in the pitcher; once the pitcher 

is bre^en, water is mingled in water.’ If a reflection falls in 

two pitchers full of water floating in the water, and the pitchers 

break, the reflection is scattered and yet reflected in larger water 

—the reflection remains one. So for Kabir, freedom from 

bondage is not an external matter, not something induced by 

exterior causes. It is only from within that this urge to get 

away from the illusory arises; and once one reaches that state 

of Jivanmukta, all the darkness of die world and the blindness 

of die soul ceases. 

For attaiiwg this stage Kabir jHescribes a detailed code of 

discipline (sadkana)^ of contrtrfUng the breath and the senses, 

but we need not discuss it here. It might, however, be men¬ 

tioned in passing that Kabir-panthis or orthodox followers of the 

Kabir cult arc themselves not all agreed about the ritualistic 

practice. It is an elaborate psychological process of creating 

a Idnd of spiritual awareness through physical discipline, which 

is also prevalent in different Yoga systems. Kabir’s was an 

eclectic way combining the best in different kinds of Yoga 

practices—Hatha, Mantra, Laya, Sahaja and Raja Yogas, with 

a metaphysical overtone to the monk-like daily routine. 

It is as a social and critical reformer that Kabir claims 

the attentiou of modem radicals inaanuch as he, like the 

Buddha, denounced the fcrfly of social inequity and the injustice 

perpetrated in the name of caste. Kabir ridiculed the ortho- 

dooty of both Hindus and Muslims and challenged them, like any 

later sdendfle rationalist, to justify their riiam and hypocrisy. 



A realist, he was not ashamed to sing: 

The hungry cannot be devout, 
please take back this rosary ... 

I want a half seer of cereal, 
to fill the belly twice a day, 

I want a cot to sleep in, 
be my pillow a wooden frame. 

I utter no lies or hyperboles^ 
I cmly take Thy name, O God ! 

[Rag Sonith«, Sani Kabir] 

He dcncwnced hoarding and show of wealth, and was against 

any Hnfl (rf luxury and indulgence in intoxicants. He preached 

simplicity and cotitentment and believed that every one shcaild 

do phyacal labour and stick to his own profession; no one 

should steal another persort’s propcaty. He did not ^»rc royal 

greed and political aggrandisemcat He asks the question: 

‘Gathering forces and besieging castles and shoiving off his 

prowess—is this the only job of a Badshah (monarch) ? When 

the empaor dies, what remains of this game?’ 

‘Crores of rupees and many elephants may be there with a 

king, such a miser’s \vealth is of no use.* 

The king and his peofdc are basically caie—Shuman beings. 

They stcmi from the same root—Om.’ 

Kabir was a bitter critic of all kinds of sectarian and narrow 

creeds and outlooks. ‘Neither the Brahmin is high-caste, nor is 

the Shudra low. Why hate one another? Hatred is folly.* 

External rituals are meaningless. Besmearing the body with 

ashes, taking a ritual bath throe times a day, keeping fasts and 

going on pilgrimage, flaunting rosaries, repeating god’s name 

loudly, and indulging in i^ysical mortification are a butt of 

great ridicule for Kabir. 

Why pour dust on the bodv (made of dust) ? 
Why lave this moving form? 

What use rq>eating the name and counting the beads? 
What use prostrating in a mosque? 

What use fasting and kneeling, 
What use Haj and goditf to Kaaba? 
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The Brahmin keeps his twentyfour ekadashi fasts 
And the Kazi keeps his Muharram ... 

If God dwelt in the mosque, 
who dwells in the rest of the earth? 

If Ram dwells in the Holy place (of pagrimage) 
and also in the idc4, 

How could he live in two places at a time? 
To the East is Hari, 

To the West Allah’s abode, 
Search thy heart, witlun the inne core. 

Ram and Rahman live there. 
All the men and wtxncn of the worid 

Your form is in all. 
Kabir the lame is of Allah and Ram, 

Hari and Pir are my guru. 

Kabir uses very pointed and pertinent met^hore. ‘If by 

wealing a holy thread a person could be called twice-born, 

why not call the iron-wheel in the wdl that always wears a 

rope a Brahmin?’ ‘Why does the kazi shout so loudly, stand¬ 

ing on the top of the minaret at his morning prayer? Has 

Allah gone deaf?’ *1116 goat cats grass and is skinned. What 

will happen to those who cat the goat?’ ‘Look at these fooliA 

people \dio wor^p the dead! After cremating the dead body 

at the burning ghat^ they make a show of great love and attach¬ 

ment. They beat with danda (stick) the living elderly pet^lc; 

when dead they put Ganges water in their mouth. They starve 

the elders when living; when dead they feed the ancestors with 

rice-balls. The old while alive are always abused and cursed; 

when dead, there is the ceremony of showing honour and 

respect {shraddka). Kabir says, I wonder how what is fed to 

the crow is conveyed to the dead old ancestors!’ {Kabir 

Granthavali) 
Dr Hazari Prasad Dwivedi in his wdl4cnown Hindi wait 

on Kabir argues that Kabii^s criticism of mere ritualistic reli¬ 

gion was derived from the tradition of Hathayogis and from 

Kabiris guru Ramanand. He says: ‘In the days when Kabir 

was preaching, Purandc Hinduism was dominant, but it was 

the religion of the ordinary householder. In our country there 
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were many other current religious practices. Some crammed 

Vedas, some renounced the world; some assumed poverty, scmie 

were busy in chanty; some thought drinking the best forni of 

penance, some practised black-magic and the quack's trade and 

called themselves Siddhas; some believed in pilgrimage and 

some in fouling the body with smoke. AU these were there, 

but none was immereed in the name of God. By grace of the 

SadguTu (Ramanand?) Kabir had received the great mantram. 

There ^verc munis, pits, naked holy men, jogi, jangam, R*ahmin 

and Sanyasis, but all wore in the meshes d maya. Some sects 

even earned guns and cannons with thdr rdigious procession. 

KaWr was surprised and adeed of the people, “Friends, this is a 

sts^nge yoga for a panth started in the name of Mahadev 

(Great God or Shiva), people call themsdves Wg mahants, 

meditate in the crowded bazaar^ and on the least excuse attack 

with guns and cannon. Did Dattatreya ever make an armed 

attack on his enemies, did Shukadeva ever cdlect ammunition, 

did Narad ever fire a gun? Strange, indeed, arc these so-called 

non-attached whose gdideh thrones are shining, wdio have arrays 

of horses and dephants and whose pomp iS comparable to the 

millionaire!” From this it would seem that it was something 

like the march of the Naga (rtaked) sadhus in the Kumbha 

fair. Thus it was that Kabir began to practise and preach his 

simple rdigion of love in the midst o( all this strange and 

odd ritualistic exhiNtionism.* 

Talking of the Hathayogi tradition, Dr Hazari Prasad Dwivedi 

quotes a very interesting paralld passage from Sarahapad (8th 

century), an eariy Sahajyani Siddha: ‘Brahmins were bom of 

Brahma's mouth; this hzqDpcned w^oi it b^>pe3ied. Nowadays 

they are bom in the saime way as others are born. Then wherdn 

doQ the Brahmanism lie? If you say, it is tiirough initia¬ 

tion in ritual (samskar), then even a low-caste Chandal can be 

so initiated. If you say that the Brahmins are holy because 

they take grass and water in hand and feed the holy fire at 

home—if mukti (emancipation) could be had so easily by 

pouring clarified butter into the fire, then why not allow aU 

to do so? The sacrifidal fires may or may not bring mukti. 
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but one thing is certain that the smoke that thereby rises does 

blind the visiosL* Such straightfonvaid and forthright criticism 

as one finds in these early Siddhas was carried forward by 

Kabir. 

‘The beads are of wood, the gods erf stone, the Ganges and 

the Jamuna are water. Ram and Kridma arc dead. The four 

Vedas arc fictitious stories.* 

‘If by worshipping stones oner can find God, I shall worship 

a mountain: better than these stones (idoJs) arc the stones of 

the flour mill with which men get their com.* 

‘If by immarion, in the water salvation be obtained, the 

frogs bathe contimjally. As the frogs, so arc these men, again 

and again they fall into the womb.’ 

‘A stone is shaped by the hammer and formed into an image 

with breasts and feet; if this image be true, then it will eat the 

hammerer.* 

‘Whilst dwdling in the womb, there is no clan nor caste; 

from the seed of Brahma the whole creation is made.* 

‘If thou art a Brahmin bom of a Brahmin woman, why hast 

thou not come in another way?* 

‘Whose art thou, the Brahmin? Whose am I, the Sudra; 

whose blood am I? Whose milk art thou? Kator says, Who 

reflects on Brahma, he by me is called a Brahmin.* 

*There is in^Hirity in water, in^rity in earth. There is 

impurity at the time of birth, there is impurity in the hour 

death, there is impurity in destruction. 

‘In the eyes is impurity, in the speech is impurity and in 

the ears impurity. 
Tn rising and fitting impurity clings to man, impurity fall® 

into the food. 
‘The way of ensnaring everybody knows, but few only the 

w'ay of escape.* 

(G. H. Wesicott: Kabir and the Kabir Ponth, pp. 37*407 

It is interesting to note that many utterances and verses of 

Kalxr have also found their way as Sakhis in die Holy Book 

of the Sikhs called the Adi-Granth. In Macauliffe’s The Sikk 

3 
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Religion (Volume 2) and in Selections from Sacred Book of 

the Sikhs, one can ocnne across many interesting passages. 

Kabir was not rnerdy a mystic who dwelt in his metaphy¬ 

sical mountain-abode, far away from the madding crowd. 

From his sim|rfe weaver’s hut in Banaras where he lived and 

on the Asi^iat where he is supposed to have died, he saw and 

observed a great deal of fraud and falsdiood practised in the 

name of religion.. And he chose to remain neither deaf nor dumb.. 

He spoke out the truth, which needed much courage, parti¬ 

cularly in those days when rationalism was rare and an attack on 

estafc^ished religion was deemed the worst type of heresy. But 

Kal:^ did it so boldly and effeedvdy that in the end the 

Hindus had no other option but to honour him as a saint and 

his way as Kabir-panth. 

We conclude this chapter with Tagore’s rendering of one of 

Kabir’s poems, which gives the substance of his {^losophy so 

poetically expressed: 

There is nothing but water at the hc^y bathing [^aces; 
and I know that they are usdess, for I have 
bathed in them. 

The images arc all lifdess, they cannot speak; 
I know, for I have cried aloud to them. 

The Purana and the Koran are mere words; 
lifting up the curtain, I have seen. 

Kabir ^ves utterance to Ae words of experience; 
and he knows very wdl that all other 
things are untrue. 



Poetry 

Search the word and know the word 
Follow the word by word 

Word is dey and word is underworid 
Word pervades the core and the cosmos 

Word is in speech and in hearing 
Word makes the image and the form 

Word is Ved and word is the sound 
Word is the scripture sung variously 

Word is the visiUe and the invisible 
Word creates the entire universe 

Kabir says you test the word 
Word is God, O brother ! 

[Kabir VachenavaU, p. 189] 

Whether mystic poetry should be judged by the same poetic 

nonns as arc applied to pure poetry is the subject of a long- 

drawn debate amongst Sanskrit rhetoricians and Western acsthe- 

dcians. Partly it is the ag&cdd distinction between the sublime 

and the beautiful. TTic Indian eclectic writers on poetics in 

Sansknt resolved the conflict by calling the joy derived from 

poetry as aJun to divine bliss {Brahma-ananda^sakodaTah)—the 

two being twin brothers. On the other hand, there are not a few 

orthodooc and conservative critics in Hindi, even today, who 

do not consider Kabir as a poet, but count him among the 

saints and devotees who also indulged in some sort of uneven 

versification. Such critics perhaps put undue premium on 

polidi in technique and perfection of styles etc. But if indivi¬ 

duality is one of the characteristics of a major poet, Kabir is 
without doubt one. 

He uses images and symbols that are at times obscure, though 

not more cAscurc than the private imagery of some modernist 

poets. Like Blake or Rilke, he has many passages which sound 

simple and yet are deeply charged with metaphysical meaning¬ 

fulness. The truth is that Kabir was much more than a mere 

poet. He lived in two dimensions at the same time. For him 
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God-consciousness and poetry were not two analysably sq^arate 

states of mind. As the mystic Meister Eckhart rightly pointed 

out, ‘For & man must himself be One, seeking unity both in 

him-tylf and in the One, which means that he must see God 

and God only. And then he must “return”, which is to say 

he must have knowledge of God and be conscious of his know¬ 

ledge.* Kabir seemed to be possessed of the same fren2y and 

so he quesdems: ‘O lotus, why did you fade? The water of 

the pond was at your stem. You ^vcrc bom in water, lived 

in water, all the time surrounded by water. No fire %vas there 

nearby. And yet why did you die?’ 

Language 

One of the important keys to this problem of extra-poetical 

sensibility communicated through poetry is the language 

used by the poets. Every poet chooses his own idiom, 

and addresses his own imaginary audience. The greatness of 

Kabir lies in the fact that he did not care for the language 

of the sophisticated in those days, namely Sanskrit or the court- 

language Persian, but composed his verses and songs in a mixed 

language his own, which is now called by Hindi scholars 

Sadhukkari (language of the sadhus). As Dr Govind Tri- 

gunayat says in his Kabir ki Vichardhara^ ‘Kalxr did not use 

one language. In his £>eni, one comes across a mixture of 

Hindi, Urdu, Persian and many dialects like Bhojpuri, Punjabi, 

Marwari and so oo. The first authentic collection erf Kabiris 

works is Kabir Cranthavaliy edited by Dr Shyamsundar Das on 

the basis of two manuscripts dated Samvat 1561 and 1881 

(aj>. 1508 and ajj, 1828); the other is Sant Kabir by Dr 

Ramkumar Varma which contains KaUris writings in the 

Granih Sakeb too. In both these wewks we find (1) Punjabi- I 
ncsB, (2) noun and verb forms of Bhojpuri, (3) some IQiari 

Boli forms, (4) language according to subject-matter, (5) many 1 

wtards from regional languages, (6) simple and direct expres- 

sioo, (7) symbolism and technical allusivencss, (8) no adher- i 

ence to any one standardised form.* I 
Acliarya Ramachandra Shukla writes in his Hindi Sahitya ka ^ 
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Itihas that the saint-poets of Hindi used Khari Bedi which they 

received as a legacy from the Siddhas. But Dr Trigunayat 

diffei's from this opinion and m^tains that Kabir did not con¬ 

fine himself to Purbi (eastern U.P. dialect of Banaras) only 

but made use of many other dialects so as to make himself 

more ccomumical:^ to saints coming from other r^ons. Kabir 

uses Persianized Hindi when he talks of Hindu Pandits. In 

his language one comes across Bengali verb forms like ‘achhilo’. 

There are also words from Rajasthani and Lahanda. His 

language has a peculiarity that it is at once simple and yet 

difficult to interpret Added to it is the great difficulty which 

schdars have to contend with, namdy, the different fonns of 

the same text—due, mayb^ to oral transmission. Many words 

have undergone such transformation and even corruption, that 

it is difficult to decipher and excavate the correct original form. 

Kabiris language in UU-bansiyan is also called, on account of 

its obscurity and vagueness of meaning, Sandhabhasha (accord¬ 

ing to Vidhusekhara iffiiattacharya) or Sandkya Bhaska, the 

language of the meetmg-pdnt or the language of the evening. 

Dr Das Gupta has discussed it in his Obscure Religious CultSf 

and given different reasons for such riddle-like usages. Either 

they were delibcratdy done to confound the opponent, or 

because of the mixture of Apabhramsa and Hindi, or such was 

the language on the borders of Bengal and Bihar. In Sandmt 

^Sandhi’ is used even for an all^fodcal language and, maybe, 

poets like Kabir used it consciously, as the Tantriks did, to 

hide s(xne secret notions or esoteric practices not considered 

proper in ordinary society. Whatever the reasons, in Kabir 

one comes across many such poems ^vdiich apparently seem 

to be contrary to all r^onal meaning. Maybe, Kabir did 

it in fun to confound the Pandit who took recourse to very 

intricate Sanskrit. Some examples of this kind of Sandha- 

bha^a are given bdow tmder ‘paradoxes’. 

Paradoxes 

These padas of KaHr are also called Ult-bansiya or Ult~batiya 

(inverted bamboos or inverted talks). One example is in Kabir 
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Cranthavali (p. 14): 

Such wonderment did the guru tdl 
I remained stunned 

The mouse fought the elephant 
one rarely sees 

The mouse entered into a hole 
serpent afraid ran 

Contrarily, mouse devoured the serpent 
it was a great wonder 

The ants uprooted the mountain 
and brought in open 

The cock fought the human 
the fish ran after water. 

The cow was milking the calf 
the calf was giving milk 

Such wonderment happened 
the deer killed the tiger 

The hunter hid himsdf in the thicket 
the rabbit shot arrows 

Kabir says make him a guru 
who teUs you the meaning of this poem. 

Dr Hazari Prasad Dwivedi discusses these poems in a chapter 

entitled *Yogic Allegories and Ult~bansiyan\ and quotes from 

Kabir GrantkavaU another passage, given below, and gives a 

chart of the three different interpretations by Vishvanath> 

Vicliardas and the traditionalists of 23 such symbolic terms in 

this pad: 

[ Santan jagat neend na kyai ... ] 

Saints don’t sleep while awaltc 
Death docs not cat, epochs dai’t cover 

the body is not eroded by oid age 
Contrari*wise the Ganges absorbs the ocean 

and darkness eclipses the sun 
The sick man kills nine constellations 

die reflection in water gives light 
\^thout feet one runs in ten directions 

without eyes sees the world 
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The rabbit devours the lioai, such wonder who can solve? 
The inverted pitcher does net sink in water 

the straight one is filled with it 
The reason men, arc different 

with guru’s grace they get through 
Inside the cave one secs the whole world 

outside nothing is seen 
The arrow upturned and killed the hunter 

only the brave can follow 
The an^r vdien requested cannot sang 

the dumb sings always 
The jugglci^s game is seeing die onlookers 

Ankad cause is increased 
The statement inspects itself 

all this is an inexpressible tale 
The earth enters into the sky 

this is the word of a man 
Without glasses nectar oozes 

the river keeps away the water stored 
Kabir says he alone is immortal 

who drinks Ram-rasa. 

Obviously in their fiist reading such compositions sound 

very much like irrational muttcrings. But all these 

words have some symbolic meanings: the mind is generally 

compared with fish, weaver, hunter, elephant, mranjan\ the soul 

is referred to as son, calf, hunt, lion, mouse, bee, yogi; the 

maya is harlot, woman, she-goat, cow and cat; the world is 

like a forest or an ocean; the senses are the five maidens 

and friends and so on. Such songs also refer to certain numbers: 

five stands for dements or senses; three for qualities or three 

tenses or worlds; eight for the Hathyogi’s dght centres in the 

body, moro or less like the glandular cndocrinic scats secreting 

hormones. In a doha like —• 

Sixty-four lamps lifted in fourteen moons 
What moon is theie in the house where Govind is not 

sixty-four stands for arts and fourteen for Vidyas or achieve¬ 

ments. 
Such paradoxes have a long tradition dating from the Upa- 
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TiiffhaHa, The invatcd tree and the two birds arc well known. 

In Taittiriyopanishad there is a passage which says, ‘the sky 

rests in the earth and the earth rests in the sky.* It was carried 

further by Vajrayana Buddhists. Perhaps Kabir got it through 

them. 

Metres 

One docs not come across a variety of metres or any 

virtuosity in their use in Kabir. He uses the common metres 

like doha or sakhij sabad and Ramaini which were chaupais 

or chaupai-dohas. Mainly they are two-line pithy couplets 

or longer pads sec to music. Many tunes are taken from 

folk-songs. It is possible that community singing was 

responsible for the many repetidons that occur in them. None 

of the metres used are bound by any rigid rules of prosody. 

They seem to have their own rules and Kalisr fc^ows his own 

pattern of internal rhymes. 

M. A. Ghani wrote in his History of the Persian Language 

at the Moghul Court that the six lines b^inmng with Human 

hm ishk mastane haman ko hoshiyari kya might be deemed 

as the iiisc Urdu ghazal ever con^Ksed. But this statement is 

not verified. There are earlier ghazaJs in the Dakhni variety 

of Urdu and a ghazal by a Brahmin named Ohander is 

mentioned in A History of Urdu Literature by Rambabu 

Saksena. Though Urdu or Persian metres were not adopted by 

Kabir, it seems that he had heard the poetic composidons of 

Sufis and many allusians to love and divine intooucadon in 

Kabir seem to be patterned on them. 

Katw was not a conscious urbane poet. He wanted to 

communicate his ecstasy and agony in any language which 

came handy to him. He did not wait for the chisdled word 

or care for die applause of the connoisseur. So there is a 

roughness and ruggedneas about his writing vsdiich lends it a 

rare ebann. Hb verso-pattem is very simple and yet haunting. 

Most of his dohas and pads end with the composer’s name 

woven in it. It was a kind of copyright in those days, as there 

WOT innumerable imitators and plagiarists. The seal of 
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originality was necessary and so in the medieval songs of saint- 

poets one always comes across such lines as *Mira says, O 

Girdhar Nagar* or Tuladas says...’ or ‘Surdas remembcis 

Shyam..and so on. 

Kabir’s dokas should be given a special mention as later 

Hindi poets have written several compilations of 700 dohas 

called satsais on the lines of the medieval Arya-saptashatis, 

though Kabir did not care for the magic number 700. 

Other poetic qualities 

Marathi poet Namdev, Punjabi poet Nanak, Tclugu poet 

Veanana, Kannada poet Basaveshwar and Gujarati poet Akho 

share with Kabir a rare kind of catholiciCy and humanism 

which br(^e all conventions of caste, creed or cult. This 

was all the more difficult in that age when orthodoxy 

had a fiim hold over the minds of the people. Kabir is 

being re-cvaluated as the first rebel poet and the earliest 

modernist in Hindi criticism (see in Purbi Times, Kabir Special 

Number, June 1966, articles by Yashpal, Sampumanand, 

Amritlal Nagar, Ali Sardar Jafri, Hraq Gorakhpuri, Prakash- 

chandra Gupta, E. Chdyshev and others). One young critic 

has in all seriousness gone to the extent of calling Kabir the 

grandfather of Beat poetry in Hindi. 

All these articles referred to above emphasise on the way 

Kabir takes the reader or listener almost by storm. The im- 

pressioa left after reading Kabir is that of a person is 

transformed ot touched to the core. This KaWr achieves by 

drawing from his own personal experience as a weaver or as 

a person persecuted by high-caste Efindus or conservative 

Muriims, and transfocming his material into a universal and 

deeply moving concern. His personal protest becomes the voice 

of the dumb millions. 
According to Firaq Gorakhpuri, Kabir charged the language 

of the rural masses of eastern U.P. with a new meaning. He 

dcctrified thdr dialect. Firaq dtes various examples of this 

metamorj^osis wrought by Kabir, who was formally unlettered 

and yet one of the greatest contributors to Indian literature. 
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Kabir redded human life as a passing phase and so was 

aware of the ‘horror in the handful of dust’, as T. S. Eliot 

would have said. The feding of this ‘worm within the rose* 

is well expressed in such dohas as—‘We know not what the 

quarter of a second may bring and yet wc make i^ans fw 

the mcarow; death comes suddenly as the ha^ric pounces doovn 

on the partridge.’ ‘The gardener comes to the garden and 

seeing him the buds cry out: the full-blown flowers arc culled 

today, tomorrow our turn will come.* ‘The eardi said to 

the potter, why do you trample on me? The day will come 

when I shall trample on you.* A amilar rubai is found in 

Omar Khayyam’s Kuza-namah. 

Gandhiji included the following song of Kabir in his daily 

prayer book—(/Aim ;/um bini ckadariya.,.) 

What is the warp and what is the woof 
what are the threads from which the chadar is woven? 

Ingla and Pingla arc the warp and woof 
Sushaman are the thread from which die chadar is 
woven. 

Eight are die lotuses and ten are the spinning ivheels 
five are the dements and three ^e qudides of the 
chadar. 

The Master required ten months to weave it 
and made it wdl-woven by hitting it and beating it. 

This chadar the gods, men and sages used 
and used and soiled the chadar. 

Kabir Das has used it very carduUy 
and kept the chadar back as it is. 

Weaving was the professiem of Kabir. Gandhiji also gave 

much we^t to spinning and weaving. In several matters there 

is great amilarity in these two great men of India, though 

functioning in different periods of hist(»y and in different 

circumstances. 

Kabir’s poetry has another great quality: it docs not stale. 

Kabir tried to put his finger on the basic yeamings of man, 

the eternal quest for internal peace, the ‘angsti of a person 

functioning in a maladjusted sodety. Where rdigions turn into 
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hidebound ritualistic codes, where philosc^hies turn into mere 

verbal jugglery and linguistic labyrinths, where there is a crisis 

of conscience and the leadership is lam^ KaWr’s poetry serves 

as a great inspiration. At times he seems to shock us by ripping 

open the shams and exposing the double-talk and double-think 

of the so-called respectable learned; yet there is no note of 

dc^air. Kabir’s poetic world is not a vale of tears, not merely 

a dark night of separation, not an abyss which can never be 

crossed. He has the robust and rebdlious ^rit oi a rustic. He 

has always a Hope Beyond. No doubt the springs of this 

are S|Mritual and it may be argued that today in an age 

of ‘no values’, all that sounds unreal. But Kabir has much left 

in his poetry, even when cmc docs not agree with his theism, 

and so to enjoy Kabir one need not be a KaWr-panthi. Herein 

lies the secret of his ever-continuing greatness as a poet: he 

transcends time and place. His poetic vision, is larger and higher. 

He did not bother about what kind of political set-up was in 

Hindustan in the thirteenth or fourteenth century; he did not 

even care for the literary heresies or traditional tentacles of 

his times. He just did what Nietzsche would have said, his 

‘Yea-saying’. 'This requires great courage in any age. Kabir 

had that daring to say the truth and the heroism to suffer its 

consequences. Kabir^s poetry, therefore, stands in a very different 

category, as it breaks through many conventional bondages. It 

is the poetry of a Free Spirit. 





Translations 

Avintisi dulctha kab milihau ... 

When shall I meet the immortal Lover, 

the protcctw of devotees? 

I am bom in water, I love water, 

I cry: thirst, thirst! 

I am the riroAint standii^, waiting, 

O beloved, for you, 

Left the house, fell in love with you, 

I am inclined on your feet. 

Inside the heart tlicre is such tendon, 

like the fish without water, 

Day and night neither hunger nor thiist, 

I am not happy at home or in courtyard. 

The bed has become my enemy, 

I be awake the whole night. 

We are your maids, O Lc«ti, 

You are our Husband, 

O kind and merciful, please come, 

You arc the powerful creator, 

Either we leave our lives 
Or you take me as yours, 

Kabir Dm says, viraha is increasing, 

Please give me your glance. 
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Talaphai bin balam mor jiya ... 

Without the Lover this being is restive, 

The day is without peace, the night without sleq>, 

So I spent an uneasy night dll mom. 

The body and mind arc constantly upturning, 

like a Persian wheel, the life is wasted on an empty bed. 

The eyes arc dred, I sec no way, 

the Lord merciless has^not remembered me. 

Kabir says, listen, O sadhus, 

take away my pangs, sorrow has overtaken me. 

Piya milan ki as rahaun kab laun khari ... 

How long shall I wait and stand 

awaiting the Beloved? 

I cannot ascend so hi^^, 

my mind is full of shyness, 

My feet are not steady, 

1 fall in all dirccdons, 

I climb again and again, 

I put my steps carefully. 

My whole body shakes, 

so am I afraid in difTerent ways. 

If the guile of my Karma encircles me 

I may remain in illusion, 

I am very young and innocent 

and this p>ath is very narrow, 

Your gait is unsteady, 

how ehall 1 meet you? 

Open the inner veil, 

take the Word in heart, 

Kabir Das says, He will see you 

in your heart, O mad woman! 
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Apanpau ap hi biraso ... 

One has foi^tm oncslf. 

Just as a dog in a mirror-house 

barks at his own images, 

Just as the tiger saw his own reflection 

and feu in the dark wcU, 

So the mad dephant rubbed his ivory teeth 

on the white crystal rock 

The monkey had the swoet in his fist 

but went on dancing door to door. 

Kahir says, you arc the parrot of the forest, 

Who has caught and caged you? 

Aiso bkaram biguchan bharx ... 

Such an Uluaon in this vast creation— 

Ved and Koran, Heaven and HeU, 

who is man, who is woman? 

The vessel is made of day, 

the nad and btndu* is the same. 

Once the pitcher is broken, by what name will it be called? 

O fool, search, you are lost, 

T^e same bones and dcin and urine and excreta 

and blood and ass-hole, one stamp. 

The entire creation is by the same drop. 

Who is Brahmin and who is Shudra? 

Brahma has rajas, Shankar has tamos 

Hair has the sat quality 

Kabir says, Ram is playing in every heart, 

what of a Hindu or a Turk! 

•Lit. sound and a drop. These words have an esoteric mystic 
significance. 
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Toko peev miUnge, ghunghat ke pat khol re 

You will meet your Lover, 

You cwily open your veil. 

The Lord dwdls in every being, 

why do you speak bitter words? 

Do not be proud of wealth or beauty, 

this five-coloured apparel is false, 

you bum the lamp in the palace of Void, 

do not walk about in hope. 

Waking and with great trouble I found 

the dear Lover in the coloured palace. 

Kabir says, it is Bliss, 

the anhad drum is sounding. 

Rahtia naki des birana hoi ... 

The home is not here, it is a stranger’s land. 

This wOTld is a p^>er packet, 

if a drop falls it will be wa^ed off. 

This wcadd is a thorny thicket, 

one gets entan^ed and is lest. 

This world is trees and bushes, 

if it catches fire, it shall be burnt. 

Kabir says, listen, O sadhus, 

Satguru’s name is the only goal. 
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Budhiya hansi boU ... 

The old woman laughs and says, I am ever young, 

who is younger than I, who is mwe feminine? 

My teeth have fallen owing to chewing betel leaves, 

my hair has fallen owing to Ganga bathing, 

My eyes arc gone owii^ to coUyrium, 

. my life is ^)cnt in accepting par-purush,* 

Know, males arc my food, 

I decorate mysdf for the unknown, 

Kabir says, the old woman sings with joy, 

she cats her children and hud>and. 

Maya maha thagini ham jani ... 

Maya is a great enchantress and a thugy 

She has three qualities like a noose in her hand, 

she speaks sweet words. 

She bccancs Kamala for Keshav, 

she is Bhavani for Shiva, 

She is the idol for the priest 

she is the water in, holy places, 

She is the jogin for the jogi 

she is the queen for the king. 

She is diamond for some, 
for some she is a broken cowritf 

For a devotee she is a she-dcvotcc, 

she is a Brahmani for Brahma, 

Kabir says, listen, O sadhus. 

This is a talc never fully told. 

* Ut. the other man; lover. 
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Lao baba agi jalao ghare re ... 

Bring, O Baba, fire, 

set this house to fire, « 

Owing to it this mmd 
is engulfed in this commerce, 

A witch lives in my mind, 

she ever rises and stings my soul, 

That witch has five sons 
who make me dance day and night, 

Kabir says, I am His servant 

I remain cold with this witch. 

Bhari kahaun to bahu daraun ... 

If I call him heavy I am afraid, 

if I call him light I am false, 

Ho\v do I know Ram? 
I have never seen him with these eyes. 

He is so wonderful, they say, 

that he hides all wonderment, 

Even the Ved and Koran could not know Him, 

who will bdieve in this hearsay! 

The ways of the Actor arc inscrutable, 

you walk in your own speed, 

Walk slowly and slowly, 

you will reach the destination. 
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Nainon hi kari kothari ... 

Eyes are turned into a room, 

the eydball is the bedding spread out, 

I have dropped the ckik* of the cydids, 

I have won my Bdoved’s heart, 

I would write a letter to the Beloved 

if he is living in another land. 

But He is in body, mind and eyes, 

what message is to be sent to him? 

Are in dovun rah na ped ... 

Ah, both of them have lost the way, 

Hindus call themselves superior 

and do not let others touch their water-pot; 

The same Hindu sleeps at the feet of the prostitute— 

look at their Hinduism ... 

The Fir and Auliya of Muslims eat chicken, 

I have seen the Hinduism of Hindus 

and the Turkism of Turics, 

Kabir says, listen, O sadhus, 

which way sh^ one fdlow? 

* Bamboo curtain. 
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Najane Saheb kaisa hoi ... 

I know not v/hat the Saheb (Master) is really like. 

The MuUa cries aloud from Ae mosque, 

is your Saheb deaf? 

If an insect had anklets on its feet, 

the Sahd) would hear even that sound. 

You may tell beads, paint the forehead 

and wear long matted locks, 

but In ^r heart is the dagger of unbelief— 

Not thus will you get the Lord, 

Parbati parbati main pkirya ... 

I search in every mountain, 

I lost my eyes weeping, 

I did not get that medicine 

which can rc-livcn the dead. 

My eyes are burnt 
every moment remembering thee, 

Neither did I get thee, nor am I happy, 

I am so anguished. 

Happy is the world, it cats and sleeps. 

KaWr Das is unhappy, 

he wakes and weeps. 
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Pandit bad hadanie jkootka ... 

The Pandit ai^cs all lies— 
If by uttering the name Ram one could have salvation, 

by uttering *sugari the mouth would taste sweet. 

By uttering one could start a fire, 

by uttering ‘watcri one could quench the thirst. 

As long as the parrot is within, it utters the name of Han, 

but once it flics to the jungle it does not talk that way. 

Your real love is with the sensuous pleasure and maya, 

you (Hily show your submission to Hari’s devotees, 

Kabir says, unless true Love is awakened, 
you will go to hdl, well bound (on the bamboo ladder). 

Na nunn dharmi, nahi adharrm ... 

I am not rdigious, I am not urcligious, 

Neidier a monk nor a lecher, 

I neither babble, nor listen, 

Neither a master nor a slave am I, 

Neither bound, nor free, 
Neither noorattached nor attached, 

Neither aloof nor involved,. 

Neither do I go to hdl, 
Nor do I go to heaven. 

All action is my doing 
And yet I am beyond all action— 

Such a faith is rare indeed, 

One who has it is steadfast 

Kabir neither founds a faith • 

Nor destroys it. 
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Santan jot ria puchcho nirgumyan ... 

Do not ask the ca5te of saints who are above caste, 

Sadhus are Brahmins, sadhus are Kshatriyas, 

Sadhus are Banias, 

Sadhus bdoog to all the thirty-six castes— 

Why ask pointlessly? 

Among Sadhus arc barbers, washermen and carpenters. 

Raidas the cobbler was a saint, 

and Svapach BJishi was a scavenger, 

Hindu and Moslem have alike been s^ts— 

Where is the difference? 

Tera mera manua kedse ikkot re ... 

How can your mind and mine be cmc? 

I say what I sec with these eyes, 

you say what is written on paper, 

I give the solution, 

you go on confusing, 

I say, be on vigfl, 

you always sleep, 

I say, be beyond temptations, 

you are always tempted, 

Ages have pased trying to make you understand, 

but no one listens. 

You arc like the prostitute all-destroying, 

you have lost all wealth, 

The real guru is like a transparent flow, 

go and warii your body there, 

Kabir says, listen, O sadhus, 

Only thus it will be as derired. 
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Monko kahan dhunde bande ... 

Where do you \(xk for me, my friend? 

I am very near you, 

I am neither in the goat nor in the sheep, 

neither in the knife nor in the sword. 

Neither in the hide nor in the tail, 

neither in the hone nor in meat, 

I am neither in temple nor in mosque, 

neither in Kaaba nor in Kailas, 

I am not in any ritual or rite, 

nor in yoga nor renunciation. 

If thou be a true seeker, 

thou shalt find me in a moment. 

Kabir says, listen, O sadhus, 

He is the breath of my breath. 
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